
Offering to the earth 

We are on time 
The earth lives. And how it lives, feels, and how it feels, it breeds. Knowing it and feeling it, we thank 
and celebrate. This is what our elders taught us: we honor their memory and their teachings. Believing 
like this is not a new religion: this is the faith that has kept us alive despite the massacres to which our 
cultures and peoples have been subjected for centuries. It is ignorance to see the earth as a thing. It is 
evil to treat life as an object. Just believing oneself superior is uneducated, because that attitude leads to
insult, pollute, exploit and destroy the field that sustains us. And, in the end, it is not only the vision 
that confronts us. We worship the earth, and that is an honor: to disdain it is a shame. We have reached 
a time when the damage that has been done to nature can no longer be reversed, but we still have time 
to remedy our silences and stop predation. To celebrate community life, to rebuild tomorrow.

 Everything lives: the creation of the world 
Before the creation of the world, they say that God walked through the air without consolation of 
anything. One day, Diosito began to collect the clouds and with them, little by little, he was forming the
earth. This took a lot of time and effort, which is why he grew old from so much thinking. At first the 
earth was not like it is now, it was shaped like a bowl; That is why he was not staying in one place, but 
was flying aimlessly. In order to make the earth remain in a fixed place and stay all together, he 
breathed on it, gave it life. When God was thus creating, one day he began to cry with emotion when he
saw what he had done: his tears fell and thus the lagoons and the seas were formed. The water that runs
through rivers is the blood of the earth. Volcanoes are the lungs; the seasons occur when the earth 
breathes; its heart is made of candle and the mountains form the skeleton.

 Please take into account: 
The All'pata paguikun is a very ancient ceremony to render our affection to the earth, to the apus or 
sacred mountains and to our deceased. And it comes from always, when there were no churches or 
doctrines here. So your Celebration does not mean renouncing the creed that each person has but, on 
the contrary, it enriches it. It is foolish to qualify this ceremony as idolatry. And furthermore, as an 
elder named Gandhi said, "By practicing tolerance for other beliefs, we acquire a more real 
understanding of our own." The All'pata paguikun is a solemn ceremony, but it is not sad. It is serious, 
but lively. It is not gray nor does it need a temple: the world is a sanctuary. Thus, it can be done in the 
house as in the field, in the garden as in the field; next to the river or on the top of a hill. And both on 
the coast and in the mountains or the jungle. There is no single date it has to be celebrated. It can be 
done at the beginning or end of a meeting; to start a planting or a trip. Or upon arrival; upon receiving 
good news or on behalf of the health of a sick person or in memory of a deceased person. Or for the 
pleasure of thanking and getting together. The All'pata paguikun can be done by a single person, 
although it is always better in a group or community. And there are no age or gender restrictions: it can 
be a child, a youth or an adult, a man or a woman, a couple or a family. And it is always a great 
blessing when there is an elderly person. No special clothing is needed to make the All'pata paguikun. 
From the respect that all worship deserves, no one has to dress up. It is not a theater number. And we 
celebrate to thank and invoke; to show our affection as to remember our deceased; to look after the 
environment as well as to recharge us. 

We celebrated 
This is not a manual. These are not mandatory indications. There is no strict rule in this ceremony, 
except respect and real affection. The celebrants can be two or four. Better if they are representing all 
sectors or groups in the community. If there is someone among the participants who does not know 
what All'pata paguikun is, the celebrators explain and indicate the meaning and the steps to follow. The
space is already chosen, clean and orderly, either on the ground itself or with a blanket. You can place 



candles, flowers, fruits from the farm, land or water from your communities; the images or memories 
of the deceased, stones of the apus, etc. After the celebrators have given the indications, those who 
participate can approach to deposit some garment on the blanket. This is as a symbol to ask that the 
blessings of the celebration go to everything that represents us. The celebrants make their offering and 
then invite all the participants. It is not obligatory to approach the center to make your offering, but it is
nice to see yourself as a couple or group (as many as you can reach around the blanket) sharing your 
offering. One can say his prayers aloud or in a low voice, while taking a handful of coca leaves, giving 
it his breath, and placing them in glasses, mates or plates: one deposit is for the earth, another for apus 
and another for the deceased. After the coca leaves, a few drops of liquor (deposited in another small 
tank) and a few grains of sugar are added to each glass with the fingers. Each one can mention his farm,
his family, his apus and his deceased If it is a group that is around the blanket making their offering, 
even if one has finished, wait until everyone has done so to get up together. Once the offering is 
finished, they stand up saying twice, for example, “All'imiri!”, Which means “Okay!”.
 
The end 
When all the participants have already made their offering, the celebrants close the ceremony with a 
prayer and rejoicing in the containers. Then, they give these containers to three of the participants so 
that their contents can be buried, gently watered in the wind or scattered in a place where they will not 
be run over or stepped on. The symbolic garments of the participants are collected, the glasses and 
implements of the offering are placed where they correspond; the blanket is picked up and folded and 
the candies or other goodies left for that purpose are shared, as well as the remaining liquor is toasted, 
while the ceremony ends with gratitude and a hug. And here we have a review of the ceremony, both in
Quechua and Spanish, as well as prayers that can guide us in our celebrations.

 Offering to the Earth All'pata paguikun 

What is it? The offering to the earth is the ceremony that our elders teach us to thank and offer to the 
earth or to the place where we are.

 We use? We use coca leaves, brandy and sugar. You can also offer food, fruit or chicha.

 How is it done? 
A blanket is spread on the floor. On top are the offerings; glasses are placed, candles are lit; Personal 
garments and flowers from what is planted in the field can be added to the blanket. Two celebrants, 
without garments on their heads, make the first prayers and offerings. They invite everyone to 
participate. They all stay around the offering, kneeling, and make their offerings for the land, the apus 
and the dead. In the end, the food is shared and the best offerings are buried where the best harvest 
yields. The brandy is also shared.

 Prayers for the land 
(each sentence is answered twice Chay shinari = Okay, or All'imiri = Okay) 

– Thank you, little earth, for the beans that you have produced good.
–  Thank you, mother earth, for what you have produced this good little food. 
–  We, many times, do not thank you for what you have produced this little food in your womb.
–  There are also pastures for tame and wild animals. 
–  Thank you, you produce trees to make our house and other things 
–  Thank you, mother earth, many times we offend you without knowing.
–  Thank you, mother earth: you support us today that I am here in this world, but again I will 

return to your womb. 
– Forgive me, mother earth, for all the things I have done to you. 



Prayers for the Apus 
–  Thanks, apu, for what you protect us from the winds. 
–  You also let us know when it's going to rain. 
–  Thanks, apu, for what you give us the water. 
–  Thank you, papacito apu, to protect us. ges from frost. 
–  We trust you. 
–  We always remember you with our offering.
–   Some of us call the spirits on your behalf. 
– Thank you, apu: forgive us the offenses, what we have done to you. 

Prayers for the deceased 
–  Thank you, deceased, you are here with us. 
–  We always remember you. 
–  We always remember you dreaming, between not well and well. 
–  Deceased, some of us remember you, some of us no longer. 
–  You, deceased, do my achievement to do a good thing. 
–  Remember us, don't forget us. 
–  We hope to meet one day. We have the right to pray for you. 
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NETWORK OF RURAL LIBRARIES OF CAJAMARCA The Cajamarca Rural Libraries 
Network is a non-profit institution and constitutes an educational-cultural movement supported 
by Cajamarca peasants committed to rescuing, revitalizing and strengthening the Andean 
Culture, taking the book as an animating tool. This experience is developed through various 
educational works in relation to illiteracy as such and due to disuse, which allows to affirm the 
capacity for discernment through reading and its practical application. Rural Libraries develops 
its work since 1971 in the northern Andes of Peru, through a library service adapted to the 
environment and led by the farmers themselves. The system works on the basis of the exchange 
of books, community decisions, volunteer work and the absence of bureaucracy. Currently there
are an average of 500 Rural Libraries located in the 13 provinces of the Department of 
Cajamarca. 


